
 

BABIES 5-6 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

P L A Y  G U I D E

What's going on



HOW TO PLAY?
At first, you should move the stick close to your baby. He will be attracted to both its
sound and its bright colors. Try shaking it slightly near your little one, and then turn it fully
to make the magic work. In addition to stimulating senses such as hearing and sight, this
rain stick allows you to work on fine motor skills, forms and the cause-effect relationship.
At first your baby will not know how to handle it well yet, but later, he will learn what
happens when you turn it to the full and he will enjoy a lot listening to the sound until it is
extinguished, to start all over again by turning it once more..

RAINMAKER STICK
By turning this colorful rain stick, your baby will be able to
hear the relaxing sound of the raindrops falling. In addition
to playing with it, it also helps them sleep thanks to the
feeling of calm it transmits. Rainsticks have a lot of potential
as sensory toys.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

COORDINATIONCAUSE-EFFECT UNDERSTANDING IMAGINATION MANUAL SKILLS
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STAY-PUT RATTLES

This fun rattles will make your baby fall in love with them.
Their shape and colours will catch his attention. In
addition, thanks to the suction cups on the bottom you
can hook them on different surfaces so that your little
one can always have them nearby.

HOW TO PLAY?
These rattles are ideal for your baby to play while sitting on a high chair. Hook them to the
table and let him play by moving them from one side to another, discovering the different
sounds that each of them makes and trying to pull them off. If he succeeds, no problem!
He can play with them and experience the textures with his mouth. Then let him try to
hook them back to the surface. A lovely game to let babies play freely with them.

MANUAL SKILLS CAUSE-EFFECT UNDERSTANDING

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

COORDINATION
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HOW TO PLAY?
 At about six months the infant begins to examine objects through hand-to-hand transfer,
purposefully moving an item from the right hand to the left hand and from the left hand
to the right. Through this transfer he creates different experiences with the same object.
Hand-to-hand transfer of objects has implications for the development of the right and
left sides of the brain.

INTERLOCKING DISCS
Interlocking discs are such a simple, yet purposeful, tool
that can follow a child from first toy to childhood favorite.
Young babies benefit from the easily grasped object as
they begin working on fine motor skills as they pass the
discs from hand to hand. As baby grows, the interlocking
disks encourage baby to crawl as it rolls away with a slight
push.
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WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

VISOMOTOR COORDINATION FINE MOTRICITY



HOW TO PLAY?
Being fully aware of his own body is a long journey through the first months of your baby's
life. At this point he has already discovered his hands - he constantly puts them in his
mouth and uses them to grasp his favourite toys and to touch and feel Mom and Dad. His
next big discovery will be his feet. These feet-finder socks will help your baby achieve this
important milestone in a fun and fast way. They will encourage him to move his little feet
with more awareness and at one point he will finally be able to reach them with his little
hands. Let your baby wear the socks after changing his diaper while laying down on the
changing mat or while playing on the floor on his back. It is also an ideal exercise to
strengthen his legs and gain control over his own body, stimulating his coordination.

FOOT FINDER SOCKS
Your baby is about to discover his feet, what an
exciting moment! These beautiful socks will help to
stimulate this important milestone that will make you
and your baby feel so proud.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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COORDINATION VISOMOTOR COORDINATION



HOW TO PLAY?
Montessori-type balls for babies have a different design than conventional balls and this
provides great benefits for their development. Thanks to its indentations and its soft
texture, your baby can easily grasp and move it. He will also be able to transfer it from one
hand to the other, an important skill for babies at this age. It encourages dexterity and
coordination. When throwing the ball, it will roll less than a meter away, so it becomes an
achievable goal for him and will challenge and stimulate movement. It will allow your baby
to acquire the first concepts about distance and speed. Keep it within reach when playing
on the ground so that he can experiment with it, both with his mouth and with his hands.

MONTESSORI BALL
The Montessori ball is a sensory shaped ball, that has
many spots to start to grab on to and explore. That
makes it perfect for infants who are still developing their
grip.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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COORDINATION VISOMOTOR COORDINATION MANUAL SKILLS MOVEMENT



HOW TO PLAY?
It is a simple piece that offers a lot of exploration during the first months and that your
baby will continue to use during the crawling phase because they can roll and chase it. Let
him get familiar with it first. He will grab it with his little hands and move it tirelessly to
hear the rattle. The distance between the bars will allow your baby to comfortably pick it
up to shake it, roll it, try to hold the rattle, bite it and a thousand other things that will
arouse his curiosity.
When he is not yet crawling but is already able to hold himself upside down with his knees
and hands, leave the rattle within reach so he can try to catch it. This will stimulate
crawling.

RODARI RATTLE
This original rattle is ideal for babies from 6 months,
but it will entertain him and will continue to use it as
ihe grows. It is essential in the development of any
little one!

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

VISOMOTOR COORDINATION MOVEMENT CAUSE-EFFECT UNDERSTANDING
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